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A beacon of light in 
the centre of Boulder
A playful symbol of 
the climatic changes 
experienced by the 
city
An interactive 
almanac drawing 
people together in 
common 
understanding

OVERVIEW
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A flexible, transparent, 
community art installation
where Boulder Creek and 
Broadway intersects

Simple, overlaid screens 
move subtly to reflect the 
climatic transitions over the 
year, both in and around 
Boulder.

Embedded LED lights 
powered by natural energy
allow interaction and 
discovery with data 
projection.
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WHY CHOOSE OUR 
DESIGN?
Our vision invests in the heart of Boulder, drawing citizens to 
reflect upon the forces of nature and enjoy a cultural 
experience together.
A central gesture of light & transformation that can be 
enjoyed in an instant by passing drivers or over the span of 
hours in the open air
It is a physical representation of natural forces at play, 
connecting participants not only with their local environment 
but also farther afield in space and time.
It can be interpreted as abstract movement and light, or 
understood as a projection of data that is continuously 
collected, allowing citizens to instinctively anticipate the 
changing seasons.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about your proposal is innovative or inspirational?



LIFE AND PROPERTY 
SAFETY

A visual flood 
siren 
Repeated 
elements of light 
provide a secure 
pathway
Preparation by 
anticipation
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Safety from natural hazardsOnly at times of real hazard will the installation cease it’s subtle movement and glow red at the tip of the installation. Serving as a visual warning alongside the city sirens. This is benefit to those hearing impaired or increasingly in a world that is listening to digital media.Safety by securityThe central installation of light and movement can be mirrored on a smaller scale, drawing people through the park, anticipating the spectacle at the park’s heart. Solar powered LED columns mirror the profile of different climatic factors, providing a safer pathway in dusk and night time hours.Safety through educationThe projection of real data, once understood, can be interpreted by citizens of boulder and enhance their understanding of the larger forces at play that contribute to hazardous weather events.



A unifying natural 
theme for the 
Boulder Creek 
pathway
Connecting the 
existing cultural 
elements
An interactive 
experience best 
enjoyed outdoors 

OUTDOOR CULTURE AND 
NATURE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A unifying themeThe central message of the installation is about the multitude of climatic variables that influence the weather, livelihoods and recreation of citizens. As the central masterplan is developed, further elements reflecting or adding to the central theme can be added – either in the virtual or physical realm.A cultural heritageThe boulder creek pathway has many existing cultural pieces, this installation provides a hub for those and future endeavors.An experienceWhile the piece can be interpreted in a moment, to appreciate the slowly changing nature of the piece over the day and over the seasons, repeat visits give the observer full appreciation. Only while physically being there can you interact with it to find out how future climate patterns could interact.



A PLACE FOR NEW COMMUNITY 
AND ARTS

A ‘wonder-full’ 
statement open to 
all
A communal 
experience, day 
or night
A catalyst for new 
ideas & creativity 
in Boulder
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A grand gesture at a community levelPublic art that is open to all, accessible to all with function as well as form. It will serve not only as a physical beacon, but a signal to the global community to come and enjoy what Boulder and Colorado has to offerA commitment to creativityInspiring young and old that new ideas can come to life, encouraging the pursuit of new ideas while reflecting on historic cycles and events.An impromptu, communal experienceThe gathering of people does not always need to be an organized event, simply a new display of patterns and movement is enough to encourage enjoyment of a spectacle with friends new and old.



PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
APPROACH

A simple principle 
lies at the heart of 
the installation.
Wide pattern mesh 
screens are 
lightweight and 
open, adapting to 
weather
Small movements, 
create large visual 
effects, requiring 
little energy to 
operate

Community artists, 
engineers and 
visionaries decide on 
the final 
representation
The structure is 
affixed to the bridge 
and pathways. 
The actuators and 
LEDs are powered by 
energy from the 
creek and sunlight
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